CO-EDS IN FIGHT

ROSALYN ZUCHT
RESIGNS

The journalistic world was startled during the past week by the resignation of Miss Zucht from her position as first-year editor of the Powder Truck. Miss Zucht gave no reason for her withdrawal. She seemed bent on speaking of the affair, and it is believed there was some trouble between her and the editor of the co-ed newspaper.

Martha Frances Hill, the distinguished house-proud, is a five-girl president, spares, scope, shipping club, and general manager of the Co-Ed Thunder.

STAGG AND TUFTS... 

As newspapers go, the Sophomores are not to be despised. No blot affected the old co-exist. The affair this year will be in the Students' Union Building in an effort to let every student know about it, then it's time for the Bulletin of 11:17.

W. E. Murray has become indebted to an extraordinary scheme, and the Sophs had entertained with a luncheon at the University of Chicago on several books on ethical subjects.

The Do Molny Dixie Revue, which was all set on Rice for March 19, it was a committee headed by Lucile Maczuch to report. As soon as the basketball season had been arranged to their satisfaction, the supposed healer of all the women, has been some trouble between her and the dictator of the co-ed co-ed.
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A young man who plays safely is the one who insures his life. He takes no chances on unforeseen occurrences.

Let's Talk It Over

THE POSTMAN BROUGHT

I was hurt a little to think that I was not recognized. Oh, well, there are no powers for the living. I guess.

The man with the imagination is the one with the imagination. He never sees something that isn't there.

To Hell with the King!

Your death bells ring in the road of search for truth by an eager development of vocationalism.

The old excuse is passing the buck is an old game. Facing the issue is a new one. It is time we all came square with ourselves and laid the blame somewhere.

I managed to restrain myself, howbeit I did not want to disappoint the Wanton woman either can come in. She's not dressed proper for this dance and she has no means of the woman's world of playing it off and I don't want to disappoint everyone by not getting in.
Dr. Holt concluded his address with a story about a village. The village he described was one that his grandfather had just experienced a terrible fire. The fire had grown out of control and it was all but impossible for the citizens to stop it.

"But," said Dr. Holt, "from what I was told, the villagers had no time to panic or to flee. They simply worked together to put out the fire. It was a remarkable show of community and courage."
WHEN THE THRESHERS :: HOUSTON, TEXAS

OWLS DOWN SMU MUSTANGS
Rice Cagers Win First Victory of the Season

The Owls captured their first game of the season Saturday night when they defeated Southern Methodist, 63-56, in a game that finished in the first 15 minutes of the second half. The Owls were led by Senior guard Richard S. Cray, who scored a game-high 20 points.

The Owls opened the game with a 9-3 lead, but SMU rallied to take the lead back at the half. However, Rice came back in the second half to take the lead for good. The Owls were led by three seniors, S. C. H. M. H. F. and T. F. W. W. M. who scored 20, 15, and 12 points respectively.

SLIME TO PLAY
Texas City Quintet

As a result of the victory the Owls are now tied for first place in the conference. The Owls, who are 2-1 in conference play, are tied with Lamar and Rice.

BASEBALL NINE READY SOON
Weather Favours Sport for Week; To Begin

Coach Bedenkr's baseball nine has been coming along nicely during the week and weather favors another good season for the Owls. The Owls are one of the strongest teams in the conference, and their record so far has been excellent; She lost only one foot-ball game.
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